Policies at Rutgers University – New Brunswick area campuses
Concerning transferability of certain courses – dependent upon
how that course was presented at MCC ......

ECO 201 + 202  Must meet on-campus / in a classroom / for at least 4 weeks to be granted credit
from the New Brunswick Economics department.

HIS (all of them)  Must meet on-campus / in a classroom / to be granted transfer credit toward the major in History.

MAT 129 +higher  Must meet on-campus / in a classroom / for at least 5 weeks.

MAT 123 + 124  May be used as: equivalent to 01:830:200 – Quantitative Methods in Psychology (a core course
requirement of a Psychology major) or as
01:960: 211, 212 Statistics I & II for other majors (but note : Statistics at Rutgers is not counted as a
math course so it has no time requirements) or as
01:640:104 + 01:960:212 – Elementary Combinatorics & Probability + Statistics II -> in which
case MAT 123 is viewed as a math course and must be at least 5 weeks while MAT 124 is a statistics
which has no time restriction.

PSY (all of them)  Must meet on campus / in a classroom / for at least 4 weeks.
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